This paper describes the system developed for the task of temporal information extraction from clinical narratives in the context of the 2017 Clinical TempEval challenge. Clinical TempEval 2017 addressed the problem of temporal reasoning in the clinical domain by providing annotated clinical notes, pathology and radiology reports in line with Clinical TempEval challenges 2015/16, across two different evaluation phases focusing on cross domain adaptation. Our team focused on subtasks involving extractions of temporal spans and relations for which the developed systems showed average F-score of 0.45 and 0.47 across the two phases of evaluations.
Introduction
Temporal information extraction has been a widely explored topic of research interest in the field of information extraction during recent years. It is essential for improving the performance of applications such as question answering, search, text classification and systems that establish timelines from clinical narratives. In this line over the years, research community challenges on clinical temporal information extraction have been organized; i.e., the 2012 Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) challenge (Sun et al., 2013) the 2013/2014 CLEF/ShARe challenge (Mowery et al., 2014) , and the 2015/16 Clinical TempEval challenge (Bethard et al., 2015 . These challenges provide annotated corpora on temporal entities and relations, which facilitate comparisons of multiple systems and push the state of art in the development of clinical temporal information extraction methodologies.
The 2017 Clinical TempEval challenge is the most recent community challenge that addresses temporal information extraction from clinical notes. The challenge was in inline with 2015/16 challenge in terms of subtasks. However this year's challenge focussed on cross domain adaptation across two phases of evaluation. In phase one (unsupervised domain adaptation), the systems were evaluated on their results for all six sub-tasks on brain cancer notes given colon cancer notes (data of 2015/16 challenge) as inputs. In phase two (supervised domain adaptation), evaluation was carried out in line with phase one but a small number of annotations of brain cancer notes were also given as inputs.
In this paper, we describe an end-to-end system that addresses subtasks involving extractions of temporal spans and relations. We designed the system by adapting various insights and techniques from previous work on temporal information extraction in the clinical domain (Sarath et al., 2016; Abdulsalam et al., 2016; Johri et al., 2014) and ensemble modelling (Dzeroski and Zenko, 2004) .
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In section 2, we discuss datasets, methods and feature sets used for each of the subtasks. In section 3, we present the results for various subtasks and conclude our work in section 4 with some of our findings and possible implications on future work.
Dataset and Methods
The THYME corpus (Styler et al., 2014) used in this task consists of clinical, pathology and radiology notes for colon/brain cancer patients from Mayo clinic (Bethard et al., 2017) .
We designed an end-to-end pipeline consisting of four modules which process the input text in three stages: In stage one, the first and second modules extract time/event expressions and their spans. In stage two, the third module predicts document time relations between the event and document creation time expressions. Finally, all the outputs of stage one and two are used to extract container relations in stage three. For phase one (unsupervised domain adaptation) we used train, dev and test colon cancer datasets to train and evaluated on the brain cancer test dataset. While in phase two we retrained models with a mixture of colon cancer and additional brain cancer notes, each of which are explained in upcoming sections. For our temporal information extraction system we used following open source libraries. 1) Stanford-CoreNLP 2) scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) 3) NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002) 4) XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) 
Time span identification
In the first stage our system identifies the time expressions and their spans.
Our manual observation of the colon cancer and brain cancer notes revealed that different time expressions show specific set of characteristics (Sarath et al., 2016) unique to each of the TIMEX3 class. Such characteristics may limit the systems performance, if one tries to identify event mentions or time expressions of all types at once and then identify their types. Therefore, our system identifies the spans of times as well as their types simultaneously.
Based on above observations and previous works on entity recognition tasks in the clinical domain (Lin et al., 2016) , five Conditional Random Field(CRF) classifiers (Lafferty et al., 2001) were employed to identify each class of TIMEX3 expression except "duration" class for which we built a simple rule based system using Stanford TokensRegex Framework (Chang and Manning, 2014) . For training CRF we tagged each token with either O (outside of a time mention), B-type (beginning of a time mention of type), or I-type (inside of a time mention of type), where type can be any of the TIMEX3 types defined by the Clinical TempEval challenge.
Features: n-grams (uni-, bi-) of nearby words (window size of +/-2), character n-grams (bi-and 1 (http://www.h2o.ai/) tri-) of each word, prefix and suffix of each word (up to three characters), and orthographic forms of each word (obtained by normalizing numbers, uppercase letters, and lowercase letters to #, A, and a, respectively, and by regular expression matching) and word shape features.
Unsupervised adaptation Run 1: CRF trained system only on colon cancer notes.
Supervised adaptation Run 1 & 2: Additionally we used additional 30 brain cancer notes.
Event span identification
Following the extraction of time expression, our system then identifies event expressions and their spans. Similar to time expression event expression also exhibited characterstic behaviour (Sarath et al., 2016; Abdulsalam et al., 2016) .
A single CRF classifier was trained for extraction of event terms from clinical notes for which we used features that are described in section 2.1. Additionally we used following set of features.
Additional features: Word shape features of higher order, features showing disjunctions of words anywhere in the left or right, Conjoin of word shape and n-gram features. All the above features are described in StanfordCoreNLP (2014) Both supervised and unsupervised adaptations differ as described previously in section 2.1.
Document time relation identification
Given spans of event mentions, our system further identifies relations between events and the document creation time using an NER (Named entity recognition) classifier trained for BE-FORE, OVERLAP, BEFORE-OVERLAP or AF-TER types.
Unsupervised adaptation run 1: Uses ClearTK NER chunking classifier (CRF) and features specified in section 2.1 extracted from the window of ±5 words.
Supervised adaptation run 1: Similar to unsupervised adaptation run 1 except usage of additional 30 brain cancer notes.
Supervised adaptation run 2: Similar to supervised adaptation run 1 except ClearTK NER was replaced by a two-layer perceptron NER using H2O toolkit and skip-gram based word2vec word embeddings.
TLINK:Contains identification
We divide the task of narrative container relation identification into four sub-problems based on two criteria: (1) whether the target narrative container relation is between two events or between an event and a time and (2) whether the two event/time mentions are within one sentence or within two adjacent sentences. For each sub-problem, we trained an different set of classifiers that identifies whether an ordered pair of two events/times (or a candidate pair) forms a TLINK of Contains type, using the scikit-learn package. Before training the classifiers, we apply the following steps in order to take into account the data distribution characteristics.
Firstly, since any two events/times can be a candidate pair to train a classifier, the number of candidate pairs becomes huge with small portion of positive instances among them. This may not be ideal for training a classifier. In order to reduce the number of prospective negative instances, we filtered out some of the candidate pairs that are highly unlikely to form a TLINK:Contains relation based on the THYME corpus annotation guidelines (Lee et al., 2016) and heuristic rules (Abdulsalam et al., 2016 ). Secondly we apply cost sensitive learning in order to balance the effect of the larger negative samples present in the final set used for training. For each class we assigned weight proportional to class frequency.
Unlike event and time expressions, where we used single classifier such as CRF or a single multi layer perceptron network, for container relations, based on our previous experiences in relation extraction we used stacking of multiple classifiers to further reduce the effect of negative class overfitting. As such we used ensemble of Gradient boosted trees, XGBoost, Extra Trees (Geurts et al., 2006) , Random forest (Breiman, 2001 ) classifier for extraction of narrative containers with following features. During model development all the hyperparamters were tuned using grid search with colon cancer notes (training) and 50% of brain cancer notes (validation).
Common features: Event/time tokens and its POS features, Special punctuation characters between event/time mentions, other event/time mentions within the same sentence, number of other event/time mentions between the two event/time mentions, verb tenses, section headers, sentence length. 
Experiments and Results
In this section, we present our system performance of various runs across two different phases for each of the participated subtasks. Tables 1-2 show the results of temporal span extraction and tables 3-4 shows results of temporal relation extraction. Our systems showed average F-score of 0.45 for unsupervised runs and 0.47 for supervised runs across different sub-tasks. Table 3 : Results of doctime relation expression
Discussion
In this paper we described the system developed for temporal information extraction from clinical notes, using which we achieved average result of 0.45 for unsupervised and 0.47 for supervised phases of evaluation. We adapted state of the art techniques for entity recognition and relation extraction. We also experimented and evaluated stacked ensemble models involving XGBoost, Extra trees, Random Forest, Gradient Boosted trees for narrative container relation extraction. For time and event expression extraction our result (table 1 and table 2) were consistent across two phases and was on average 6% behind the best performing system. Potential reasons for the difference in F-score are i) Difference of our results with respect to gold standard annotation due to inclusion/exclusion of prepositions in certain expressions. For example, while a DURATION type time is annotated for the phrase "for the last 40 years" in the gold set, our system predicted a DU-RATION for the phrase "the last 40 years" omitting the preposition "for" from the gold standard annotation; ii) Limitations of features selected; iii) False negatives in event expression concerned with mispredictions in pathology and radiology reports; iv) Structural difference between colon and brain cancer notes, which is in agreement with improvement of results in phase two with the introduction of 30 brain cancer notes; In our future work we plan to investigate rule based methods to reduce preposition errors and filtering false negative. Further we plan to address problem of lesser training data of target domain through data augmentation techniques using deep learning methods.
For the document time relation extraction subtask, the CRF-based classification approach again allowed for significant improvements, particularly in phase two. Table 3 shows the evaluation scores obtained on the test set for DocTimeRel relation using CRF model. The final scores achieved in phase two (0.52) are comparable to the scores achieved (0.44) in phase one. This allows us to make consistent conclusions about classifier performance with and without supervision. Further when compared we could see that the top performing system had 5% higher F-score for DR task. A possible explanation for this and our future areas of concentration for improvement would be usage of different features related to the section where the event occurs, temporal expressions surrounding the event, and tense and aspect features of the predicates in the event context. Narrative container relation extraction was the most difficult among all the subtasks as it suffers from major problem of data imbalance. For this work we employed pair/class weight selection strategies previously described in section 2.4 based on extensive experiments on colon cancer test set. Even though we tuned our system to achieve the results of the top performing system of clinical TempEval 2016 our system achieved very low result as shown in table 4. Our results are average of 13% behind the best performing system across two phases in CR task. Following are the major reason for this behaviour i) During testing the number of event-event pairs generated were very high, which made us to remove eventevent pairs and submit only time-event pairs; ii) Removal of special features; iii) During phase two, bagging XGBoost resulted in overfitting of the model; iv) Also candidate pairs spanning across multiple sentences were missed by our classifier. During our experiments we observed most of the false positives followed pattern where both the expressions in pairs fall under same concept type in UMLS. Further we found that some pairs failed to satisfy parent child relationship in UMLS concept tree. Thus we plan to investigate rule based methods using UMLS that can identify and remove these kind of false positives. In addition to reducing false positives, this would also counteract against model overfitting when combined with a machine learning method. Also we believe further exploration of future engineering is needed to capture the pairs that span across multiple sentences.
Conclusion
Temporal information extraction from clinical notes remains a challenging task. Our analysis of different machine learning approaches have been informative, and resulted in competitive results for the 2017 Clinical TempEval subtasks. From our experiments we observe that CRF's generalize fairly well for extraction of time and event expressions. At the same time we can see there is a large room for improvement (methods and standardizations) in area of narrative container relations extraction. In future we plan to further improve our system to show higher performance based on the above observations.
